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Here again is a comparison of the S&P’s monthly average price (in red) to the upper and lower boundaries that we
would expect given economic fundamentals. Optimistic environments, (e.g.; 1999 -2000) push stock prices to the top
of the range, pessimism drops them to the bottom of the range. Depressed incomes and then depressed home values
have seriously dampened the public’s enthusiasm for stocks, pegging us to the lowest end of valuations. I believe that
until both recover (incomes and home prices) lifts off of that base line should prompt selling.
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Green line- the lower band for our calculation of fair value for the S&P
Black line- The average monthly price for the S&P 500
Sandpiper’s fair value model uses only reported earnings and reported CPI inflation in its calculations. The green
line extended out to December 2013 illustrates our expectations for S&P earnings to stabilize at about $25 each
quarter for the next four quarters. While typically the market does not fall below the green line, the possibility
exists that bad news could push us back 120 points or so or about 8%. If last year’s market holds as a model,
upside is to about 1530 or up 4% from here, (1466 at this writing.)
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